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Black desert whale hunting guide

Or whaling in the generel. You need a harpoon. You need a boat. Do you have to have a party with at least 2 small whales or just the larger whales? Can whales be found in hunting sites, which can be seen on some fisherman's maps? Or are they randomly on the ocean? Where do blue whales breed?
Do they have special offspring because they're the best whales, or do they breed in the same way as normal whales? Do you recommend connecting the junction of the area where you hunt? Thanks in advance :)Page 2Posted by4 years ago 16 comments Warning: The non-numeric value met with /
customers/7/9/a/urzasarchives.com/httpd.www/wp-content/plugins/mashsharer/includes/template-functions.php on line 866 by Zayiro | Silica preparations Necessary elements: • a vessel (usually whales appear only in the water... under normal circumstances) • Hunting muskets (~5-10 muskets
recommended) • the butcher's knife (think of the Crossi) • all optional items • at least one Gunner and one Captain Execution Each blue whale will be announced in a server message on the current channel. There are 3 different spawning sites: Calpheon Sea, Balenos Sea and Mediah Sea. Since these
whales are not related, all three may be the same, e.g. after server maintenance. I recommed doing whaling over a group because it is a blue whale with 5'000'000 HP and will die quite slowly if not enough people attack it. You can call it a living tank. That's why it's very important to backup muskets to
prevent you from leaving the hunt to correct the well you've brought with you. Before you start hunting, you need to know where the whale was born. oceans BDO is extremely huge. Since the whales fixed spawning places and swim in a fixed rotation you can use the following map of control, where you
have to go on the basis of the whale spawned We begin with some information and tips from the captains: We recommend that you sail behind the whale to quickly respond to rapid turns. In addition, this situation allows shooters to reach the whale with the greatest efficiency. Each turn or change of
direction can be calculated while looking at the small water bubbles that appear a few seconds before the actual turn. Experienced captains can turn their ship to 180° in an instant. To turn 180° quickly, you need to leave a waypoint behind. If you want to turn just press s+ t briefly. You will see this
immediate turn much faster than turning the manual turn into w Now, let's talk about the DD or gunner role. It is important to shoot the whale (do not say). The best point is the target between the tail and the back part of his body. To improve the field of view fov you need to use the arrow keys (on the right
side of the keyboard) and turning the crosshairs to the highest left or right position. You shoot when your crosshairs are red. Also important: before you start filming, Space to increase the range and firing speed. Prey, having managed to kill the whale, can gut it with the butcher's knife. The following items
can be looted by the first five groups who cause damage. Type of use effect hunting EXP Hunting EXP increases the hunting EXP Blue Whale Molar Crafting material blue whale molar earrings +100 HP / +5 AP +2 AP per level Blue whale meat cooking material steamed whale meat damage reduction +2
Tax evasion +8 Duration: 75min Blue whale oil alchemy material perfume prowess perfume swiftness | Each attack +25 +200 HP +5 Attack Speed +5 Casting Speed +5 Movement Speed Duration: 20min Weight Limit +200 Life EXP +20% Attack Speed +5 Gathering Speed +5 Fishing Speed +5 Duration:
20min Blue Whale Tendon Alchemy Alchemy Material Whale Tendon Damage Reduction +100 / +125 Duration: 20sec / 30sec Heals 500 HP + 300 MP or heals 750 HP + 500 MP Cooldown: 30sec Recovery +45% if affected by debuff, which limits measures hunting whales take a lot of time and yield,
Like crocodile hunting is the same experience. Compared to Khalk, the whale gives less experience. &lt;&lt; Back | Next &gt;&gt; &lt;Hunting Guide - Introduction Hunting Guide - Basics Hunting Guide - Blue Whale Hunting Hunting Guide - Hunting Khalk Hunting Guide - Humpback &amp; Crocodiles
Hunting Guide - Daily Hunting Quests Hunting Guide - Last Words Huge Thank you PolarVortex (feud with PulloutRoulette 9422) doing a turnaround on the questline and giving pictures along the way. Level 20+ (Turn on all missions (O button)) Hunting in the Forest of Solitary Requirements: Hessenvale
is the general freighter in the Western guard camp. Be sure to hire an exercise matchlock 2 CP from him before you move on to the mission location. On the spot marked on the map, locate the owls in the trees and shoot them down. If you fail to get a hit, go back to the hunting mechanics section and
make sure you do it all right. If you are, it's going to be a piece of cake. Requirements: 10 amity for Alfredo Beginner 5 Gathering If there is no beginner 5 gathering just buy some empty bottles of a material for sale and collect the running water. It's going to take two minutes. Start the mission with Alfredo
and he'll lead you to Daphne DelLucci. Requirements: Ready Daphne Matchlock Start your quest by talking to Daphne. He wants you to shoot three wooden beehrets. Be sure to hire a practicing matchlock from her 2 CP. After completing the mission, return to the practice matchlock and then rent it again
(it will regain the durability of the weapon so you can use the following mission) Requirements: You must have an exercise matchlock in the inventory Start this mission by talking to Crio at the Velia docks. He's got a problem with seagulls, so he wants you to shoot them out of the sky. There are plenty of
seagulls in the area, the difficulty is to find ones that are within range. I recommend that you stand on the roof of the building (go to the back climb easily) is a light shot. Remember, you can only hit the seagulls if the crosshairs are red. Squatting to increase your range can help here. It is important to note
that birds can only be harmed by the practice of matchlock. The first time I spent this mission 20 minutes trying to kill a normal gun like an asshole. Patch Notes - January 30th 2019: The character can now use either the Practice Matchlock (which can be rented for contribution points) or the Hunting
Matchlock to kill seagulls. Velia was given more seagulls. The cat that swallowed the canary requirements: This mission does not give hunting xp, but it is necessary to do the next mission. The start NPC is the villager who lives on an unmarked farm near Heidel. To complete the mission simply walk
through one of the scarecrows, which are 2 meters away from him, press R and ready. Requirements: Ready for the cat to be swallowed by the canary This mission is remarkably similar to the seagull quest before. The start NPC is the same village from the farm. If you are practicing matchlock out of



durability, you can return to him and rent another one. Climb to the top of the farmhouse and aim for a bird. Like the seagull mission, they are also just damaged by an exercise matchlock. To experience you should be an expert in bird hunting and make it a piece of cake for you. When you're done, give
him the match back. Requirements: Level 30 + You don't have to practice matchlock You get this mission from Daphne, and very similar to last time, you have to shoot beehehrets. After you accept the mission, rent the practice matchstick from Daphne. Follow the same steps in the previous beehing
mission. Back to practice matchlock daphne and rent it again to regain durability. You'll need your gun once more for your jellyfish quest, but in the meantime you will use the novice matchlock that he will give you as a reward for finishing this mission. If you are starting 10 hunt at this point, you need to
buy an Apprentice Matchlock and upgrade (the weapon stones) to +3 or +4. This will make future missions easier. Requirements: This mission is important because it unlocks one of the better hunting dailies. After completing shoot and help, talk to Daphne again to complete this mission. He's going to ask
you to find Chuck Laurie, who may be lost in the Balenos mountains. Go to the Velian inn and find a man in black. Talk to him and he will lead you to Chuck (he will mark the map). Once you find ramming will be your mission and your day will be open. Chuck Laurie gives you 4 daily missions that are a
huge piece of hunting xp. It is completely recommended for fast and easy levels of hunting. It will always be in the same place, but it will never be marked on the map. Before your next mission in the chain you must do the dailies he has to offer. See the hunting dailies section below for guidance on this.
Requirements: - No, no, no, no, no, fly like a buttery, drowning bee after you finish Chuck Laurie's newspapers, he'll find his brother, Leo. Go to the brother of North Kaia Lake (map below) to complete the mission. It unlocks the crocodile daily. You should do it while you're there. Requirements: Start this
mission by talking to Merio, who is just east of North Kaia Lake. Like Crio, there's something against a random animal (maybe it's an otter thing), so he wants to kill some jellyfish in the lake. Just like birds, jellyfish can only be killed by a practicing matchlock. If you haven't kept yours before, you can rent
one from Merio. Go to the lake, kill some jellyfish, and you're done. Hunting Dailies (repeatable daily missions hunting Skill XP) Fly Like a Butterfly, Sting like a bee! Requirements: Ready Hunting-Loving Hunter The first day is located on the mountain south of Olvia. There's nothing to lead you there, so
you need to know where he is. I like to park next to it. I'm like 60% sure that if you park your horse too close to the Witch Deer it will scare the deer away and you'll have to chase it down (I could be wrong about that, but there's no damage in parking your horse away from it). First of all, Chuck Laurie is
going to ask you for 10 weeds. Just collect a few chance plants next to it, or make a farm run before you start it daily. After you give him the weed, he lures the witch deer out to hunt him down. Hop on the cliff next to him and squat to shoot. If you try to shoot the deer (from anywhere) without squatting
you'll have a very difficult time. It runs away by the time you ever get to the range, which makes this a very frustrating mission. You just have to learn to stand and squat so you don't scare me off. This mission (as terrible as it can be) is useful to get used to the range of your weapon. Requirements: Take
this mission at the same time as the witch deer quest. After you kill the deer you have to kill 5 giant moose. The giant moose roams the mountains, so you can probably just kill them as you chase the witch deer around. Technically, you don't have to collect from them to complete the mission. However,
the crocodile requires 5 deer meats per day (which you do immediately thereafter) as bait. Therefore, it is strongly recommended to collect the deer after killing them. Requirements: After turning to the Easy Game mission, you will get the request to kill 2 Giant Boar. The location of the giant cans is
marked on the map. Although it's also optional to collect from them after killing them (and you don't need the meat for any mission), you can give a piece of xp (more like moose) so it's worth doing so. Requirements: Level 50 + Ready for Reckless One The last mission you get from Chuck Laurie is to kill a
giant brown bear. The bear's location is marked on the map (although it is not the only bear on the mountain). If you are not careful with the Fight things can go horribly wrong and it just goes straight to kill you. I like to start fighting from the top of this rock. Having a high ground means nothing blocks the
path of the bullet and you should be able to take 2 clean shots down. After the first 2 shots the bear starts charging at you and you are stuck doing a ridiculously long reload animation. You're lucky the bear's slow. Better as you finish reloading the bear should be in the middle of the attack animation and
just enough time to do a Dodge roll out of the way and avoid damage. After rolling immediately shoot 2 more times and repeat the process. Just dodge roll and shoot as fast as possible to avoid the damage you can. If you don't screw it up, you can hunt bears without doing any damage. However, if you're
still getting used to it, you need to wear combat gear in order to tank the damage easier. If you've been better (and get trained in 10 hunts) you can wear Hunter's Clothes instead of armor to get a little extra xp. Warning: After this quest, you can jump over the Balenos Islands hunting quest line if you like.
This opens up many repeatable hunting missions as well as two daily boss scroll missions. Check out the Balenos Islands Hunting Guide. Requirements: Ready Brothers Lake Kaia Finally head north to Lake Kaia (just southwest of Calpheon). Leo Laurie's going to be on a small island in the middle of the
lake. If you have a shark outfit this is the time to use it. It's not a must, but it speeds things up a bit. Give Leo the 5 deer meat you got from your previous daily portion. This bait is out of the Bull Gator (which is basically identical to crocodiles only larger). Kill him, swim to him, and slaughter him for some
meat. Give the meat to Leo, and you're done. If you have a hedgehog it is possible to make 2 bull gator meat. It's pretty much useless and you can just throw it away. After this mission you have to kill the crocodiles in the pond. If they're all there, there's got to be three. Each gives a hefty amount of xp as
well as a generous drop table. After doing the daily, check the northern part of the lake for an Eternal Herb which you'll be happy to have if you hunt whales in the future. Eternal Herb, along with Blue Whale Oil, is used in alchemy to produce Perfume Swiftness. In addition, if you look at the map, you will
notice that Lake Kaia is separated into 2 lakes. The mission takes place in the north lake, but the southern lake also has four more crocodiles, so you have to kill them, too. After killing off both lakes, hop servers and do the same thing. The crocodiles have 1 hour respawn time and they are also highly
contested. They are very desirable because of the fast and easy hunting xp (which is hard to find). You won't always be able to get 2 full crocodile skners, but it's definitely worth a try. Crocodiles Generous Drop Rate of Magic Crystals and Black you've always grind the Black Stone Powder. They also
have a chance of dropping Hard/Sharp Shards (which they don't grind). Finally, crocodile meat is thrown down, which is a rare ingredient in [Hunter's Salad], which is necessary food when hunting Khalk or blue whales. The following data are linked to your own table where you can track the daily crocodile
kills. The average Black Stone powder and gain per run (once a day). Kills: 167 Average Black Stone Powder: 411.40 Average Profit: 2,918,966.00 The profits may be higher if you don't grind the gems and the Black Stones, but black stone powder is more valuable to me. Technically the 2 seagull
missions are also dailies, but it's not worth doing so in the past at the starting level. Level.
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